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Written by a speech-language pathologist with more than 30 thirty years of experience, this
publication is an abundance of necessary info for any new parent. It explains from the
fundamentals of nursing, to SIDS, to facial massage, and finishes with the secrets to good
speech advancement and keys to enhancing your child’s best organic appearance.This
fascinating new book fills a lacking void in the child-rearing world.. It contains practical advice
for new parents on everything they have to know about oral advancement from birth to 8
eight yrs . old..
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Don't think twice, this is a must possess for any parent or SLP. I spent $80,000 and 2 complete
years in grad school, and it doesn't even come near to the quantity of information in this
publication. The checklists are outlined as what the normal behavior is, the same abnormal
behavior, and the possible causes/fixes to the behavior . I'm an SLP and a mom to an 8-monthold. This publication is definitely my bible to observe if my child is on track and to help obtain
my patients eating and developing at the appropriate rate. Lifechanger! Since when I state
this book covers all feeding, I'm not really exaggerating. Very helpful book I found a whole lot
of details here that We couldn't find somewhere else. It was excellent for troubleshooting mouth
issues such as spitting up and drooling. amazing educational and reference book! For only
$25, I was beyond astonished at what I got!I actually am an SLP thinking about
feeding/swallowing disorders/problems. For example, I wouldn't have known increasing tummy
time could help with decreasing spit up. boy I wish I had this book in grad school... I might
have discovered something than what my feeding course had (not) trained me. I'd recommend
it to any other newborn parent looking for more information about mouth area or jaw
development. Sadly, formal schooling didn't give me enough practice or confidence to pursue
this region more. I made a decision to find resources to raised educate myself and found this
book. It also goes into details about how to feed properly with spoons, add drinking with cups
and straws. no $100+ textbook provided with the wealth of PRACTICAL and USEFUL information
as this book does. It looks like this reserve was intended even more for parents, but I'd say the
reserve is a bit difficult for a nonprofessional to essentially follow. However, its perfect for SLP's
and SLP-grad. students to understand from and work with a reference. Each sub-category in
each chapter includes very useful checklists/charts that are so easy to understand and follow
when going to assess a kid with a feeding disorder/problem." Once I picked it up and began
reading I was surprised at how basic the vocabulary was and how easy of the go through
was and how relevant and useful all of the presented information was! The book just flows and
you also want to learn more and more as you read and what I love is that the author
reiterates some important factors throughout the book so you remember too very easily. This is
actually the knowledge I've been lacking for 18 years in my own career. The publication looks
intimidating at first because its fairly heavy and resembles a textbook and I was at first put off
because of it, thinking "how am I going to obtain through it? You can find so many useful
methods and milestones to look for in this book. It is also the best resource I've found as a
therapist to reference developmental norms with regards to feeding and speech abilities. Love
it!(and thats virtually the outline of the whole book) what more can you ask for seeing that a
clinician!! You may make copies of the checklists and carry them around for your evaluations
and treatments. the vocabulary in this book is also simple enough for parents to underastand
(in order to make copies and provide information) however in conjunction with counseling from
the SLP. I think this might be too overpowering for parents to understand on their own. that is Its
a MUST-Have got reference book! Love the charts and easy to read layout Very helpful for
parents also to use as a coaching tool with parents. This publication was my go-to baby
shower celebration gift for close friends.! This book was a wealth of understanding for me
personally as a speech therapist so when a new mother. Something really small like improper
tongue rest positioning (that is an oral myofunctional disorder) leads to mouth breathing,
dental/speech issues, and a variety of serious health issues like anti snoring, etc.GREAT TIP for
individuals who purchased the book….if you go to diane bahr’s website, she's a helpful
age/topic guide to help quickly navigate the publication. Thank You! It's easy to read and
incredibly accessible and enables you to see if your baby/toddler is on track with his/her

advancement. “Nobody Ever EXPLAINED That” is a far more comprehensive edition that covers
a wider range of important topics. Superb Parent and Professional Resource Diane has done a
wonderful work crossing the barriers of a specialist text to a parental reference. If you are a
speech therapist, I highly recommend getting both books and acquiring her on the web ceu
“Integrated Treatment of Feeding, Speech, and Mouth Function in Pediatrics” from Speech
Therapy PD. I must say i wish among my professors suggested this book, but then again, if they
do, they wouldn't want my 80 grand.! LIFECHANGER!!!! I am a speech therapist and I am in awe
of the book! I usually dont prosper with text and I am a visual learner, but the way the info is
presented right here, I have already been soaking in the info. I will buy this book for every
pregnant mother in my own life, and I will recommend it to every speech therapist that I
understand! This is the base of speech. This is actually the foundation of lifestyle! Oral abilities
during infancy can positively effect speech, appearance, and wellness. As a result, I am baby
shower gifting either of the 2 books depending on the character of the person. Unlike current
popular mother or father resources, this book provides insight from a wider scope of
professionals who work in the field of advancement including speech, OT and PT rather than
relying on text book details from physicians by itself. Not only does it give even more in depth
developmental milestones it can help parents understand what they are able to do to greatly
help , if their child provides some delays. It will help parents capture a issue, before it turns into
a real issue. Love it! Parents is now able to understand why it is very important change from
bottle to glass drinking, or how positioning a child with GERD can really help.. I hope that
pediatricians use this source making use of their patients and predict this will be a household
regular ! Buy it for every pregnant / new mom you know !!! I am a speech-pathologist which is
my go-to reserve for all things feeding related!!! This publication helps identify or prevent future
feeding/speech issues and can help minimize the need for speech therapy and orthodontic
work. You pull this publication out and this is actually the info! Topics such as for example
feeding tools, and pacifiers are remaining to fact , with regards to speech development
instead of just psycho-social advice.!.! Five Stars We frequently reference this reserve. Best Baby
Shower Gift As a speech therapist, I also wish I go through this publication while I was in grad
school. Like the charts and easy to read layout. All I need one Valuable information readable
Five Stars The book is in good shape.However, if you are looking for an instant read, her new
reserve “Feed YOUR CHILD and Toddler Best” is a more concise and up to date version
centered on feeding that's organized as an instant reference as you improvement through
each feeding milestone.
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